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Supervisor Faculty Project title Description 

Christopher Ferrie 
Christopher.Ferrie@uts.edu.au 
 

FEIT Autonomously 
characterised 
quantum 
devices 

Quantum computers have enormous potential for both harm and good. On one 
hand, they may disrupt the security of the entire internet. But on the bright 
side, they may aid in the design of new medical drugs and new materials that 
could distribute energy at low cost around the world. Such potential will 
transform the world in ways we just cannot envision today. The quantum age is 
an exciting time, so it is no wonder that quantum computers have hit the 
mainstream! Not only are they on the covers of business magazines, they now 
feature in blockbuster movies and primetime television. You would be forgiven, 
then, if you thought quantum computers actually existed—they don’t! Our 
prototype devices are getting bigger, but building a quantum computer has 
been a struggle for the last 20 years. Why is it so hard? This research project 
focuses on the software tools needed to build quantum technologies. But this 
is not like coding apps for iPhones! In my research group, we design 
algorithms to create artificially intelligent quantum devices. These algorithms 
are based on the principles of machine learning (the technology which allows 
cars to drive themselves and search algorithms to complete your queries for 
you) coupled with the power of quantum computation. In doing so, we can 
side-step the usual pitfalls and bottlenecks required to measure, test, and 
characterise complicated quantum hardware. The research requires 
knowledge of linear algebra and numerical analysis. Familiarity with quantum 
physics and machine learning would be helpful, but not essential. 

Charlene Lobo 
Charlene.Lobo@uts.edu.au 
 

Science Fabrication and 
functionalisation 
of two-
dimensional 
materials using 
novel plasma 

Plasma and electron beam induced chemistry involve the dissociation of 
chemical precursors using reactive plasmas or electron beams rather than 
heat (as in the more conventional techniques of chemical vapour deposition 
and molecular beam epitaxy). We have recently employed these new 
techniques to achieve directed etching of the two-dimensional (2D) 
semiconductor hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), and to study the reaction 
chemistry of phosphorene, an emerging 2D materials. This project will focus 
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and electron 
beam methods 

on etching and functionalization of graphene, phosphorene, MoS2, and other 
two-dimensional materials for applications in optical, energy and environmental 
devices. The student will have the opportunity to collaborate with a team of 
postdoctoral researchers and scientists in the Faculty of engineering, UTS and 
at RMIT university, and with other students working on applications of the 
developed plasma and electron beam chemistries (eg, in fabrication of 
photonic and optoelectronic devices). 

Charlene Lobo 
Charlene.Lobo@uts.edu.au  

Science Synthesis and 
biomedical 
applications of 
hybridised black 
phosphorus – 
upconversion 
nanoparticles 

Emerging two-dimensional (2D) materials such as hexagonal boron nitride (h-
BN) and 2D black phosphorus (BP) have unique combinations of properties, 
including direct, tunable bandgaps (in the ultraviolet and infrared respectively) 
and biocompatability. Prior studies have demonstrated that unprotected BP 
nanoparticles undergo degradation in air and in aqueous buffer solutions, 
resulting in the formation of nontoxic phosphates and phosphonates1-2. This 
project will develop methods of fabricating and functionalizing stable BP 
nanoparticles for use as biomedical sensing probes and therapeutic agents. 
Nanoparticle synthesis will be conducted using conventional wet chemistry 
methods, and the synthesized nanoparticles will then be appropriately 
functionalized to yield well-dispersed nanoparticles in aqueous media. BP 
nanoparticles will then be hybridized with upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) 
to yield biocompatible imaging and contrast agents. This project will involve 
collaboration with researchers in the Institute for Biomedical devices at UTS, 
and in the faculty of engineering. 

Christopher Ferrie 
Christopher.Ferrie@uts.edu.au 
 

FEIT Quantum 
feature 
engineering in 
quantum 
machine 
learning 

Quantum computers have enormous potential for both harm and good. On one 
hand, they may disrupt the security of the entire internet. But on the bright 
side, they may aid in the design of new medical drugs and new materials that 
could distribute energy at low cost around the world. Such potential will 
transform the world in ways we just cannot envision today. The quantum age is 
an exciting time, so it is no wonder that quantum computers have hit the 
mainstream! Not only are they on the covers of business magazines, they now 
feature in blockbuster movies and primetime television. You would be forgiven, 
then, if you thought quantum computers actually existed—they don’t! Our 
prototype devices are getting bigger, but realising existing algorithms is a long 
way away. Could we use intermediate sized devices for something useful? 
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And, can we autonomously find those applications? Think of a variational 
quantum circuit (VQC) as a quantum generalisation of a conventional neural 
network. It is a "quantum black box" which can learn any quantum algorithm. 
The catch, as in all machine learning, is the intelligent design of the 
architecture, which may depend on the type of quantum algorithm to be 
learned. In this project you will develop, train, and test VQCs to learn quantum 
algorithms. Experience in quantum mechanics/information theory is helpful but 
not essential. Experience with complex numbers and linear algebra is 
desirable as is experience with machine learning systems, e.g. tensorflow. 

Christopher Ferrie 
Christopher.Ferrie@uts.edu.au 
  

FEIT Understanding 
quantum 
programming 
and 
computation 
with games 

Quantum computing is all the rage not only in the pages of high tech 
magazines, but also in finance, the start-up sector, and places like Google. 
And it’s no wonder! The potential of quantum computing is enormous — from 
the ability to hack all the encrypted data on Earth to simulations of new drugs 
and materials. But why and how can a quantum computer do these things? Is 
it because it is doing parallel computations in multiple universes? No. Is it 
because it computes an infinite amount of information in superposition? No. 
Something something zero and one at the same time? NO! Really? But this is 
how quantum computing is explained in the media even by experts. The truth 
is, quantum computing is notoriously difficult to comprehend and explain. Or, 
maybe we just don't have a good way to explain it. Enter: the explorables. An 
explorable explanation is a relatively new form of informative media which 
encourage users to discover concepts for themselves through the use of 
interactive computer simulations. In this project we will create an explorable 
explanation (also known simply as an explorable) in the form of a self-paced 
game which teaches quantum computing making use of real quantum 
programming languages. This research project lies at the intersection of 
quantum programming and game development and is a collaboration between 
the Quantum Software and the Game Research groups at UTS. 

Francesca Iacopi 
Francesca.Iacopi@uts.edu.au  

FEIT Optical 
metamaterials 
for 
subwavelength 
detection and 

The miniaturisation of optical systems (for advanced cameras, LiDAR systems, 
fast communications, etc) is lagging far behind that of electronics. However, it 
is a crucial problem to be solved in order to enable the next technological 
revolution. Do you want to help discover new technological solutions? 
Plasmonics, polaritonics and their combination enable the manipulation of light 
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confinement of 
light 

at the nanoscale, at size scales much smaller than the diffraction limit, which is 
a “holy grail” for applications from integrated optical technologies for high 
resolution imaging to chemical-selective sensing for medicine and biology. 
You will be part of the Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence in 
Transformative Meta-Optical Systems (tmos.org.au), within a world -leading 
domestic and international research team, enabling the manipulation of light in 
a microchip through advanced metamaterials. 

Ji Zhengfeng 
Zhengfeng.Ji@uts.edu.au  

FEIT Quantum 
computation: 
Through the 
algorithm and 
complexity 
theory lens 

This project aims to advance our knowledge of quantum computation through 
the lens of algorithm and complexity theory. Three core areas of the theory will 
be examined: interactive computing models, query complexity, and circuit 
lower bounds. The expected outcomes include: revealing the quantum 
advantages of interactive computing models; techniques for verifying quantum 
devices in the cloud and quantum cloud computing in general; sharpening the 
separation between algorithm performance in quantum and classical query 
models; establishing both unconditional and conditional hardness results for 
quantum circuits. Background in quantum information or theoretical computer 
science is a plus but not required. Students applying are expected to have 
strong mathematical abilities. 

Milos Toth 
Milos.Toth@uts.edu.au 
 

Science Solid-state 
quantum 
photonics 

Atomic-size crystal defect or “artificial atoms” that act as single photon emitters 
(SPEs) have numerous potential applications in quantum information 
processing (QIP) – namely, technologies based on information encoded in 
individual photons. However, broad deployment of SPE-based applications 
has so far been limited by shortcomings in the properties of SPEs and their 
host materials. This project will overcome this problem by leveraging recent 
advances in three cutting edge fields – meta-optics, 2D materials and solid-
state SPEs. Specifically, novel photonic metasurfaces will be used to 
manipulate and improve the properties of SPEs hosted by 2D materials, and to 
fabricate robust, high performance QIP devices. PhD students will have the 
option to focus on nanophotonics or nanofabrication strands of the work, which 
will be conducted in collaboration with a large research team in the recently-
established ARC Centre of Excellence in Transformative Meta-Optical 
Systems (http://tmos.org.au/). 
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Zhenguo Huang 
Zhenguo.Huang@uts.edu.au 
 

FEIT Boron-
containing 2D 
nanostructured 
materials 

This project is funded by the Australian Research Council’s Future Fellowship. 
International candidates with knowledge and synthetic experience in wet 
chemistry and materials chemistry are encouraged to apply. Four top-up 
scholarships are available for high-achieving and committed domestic PhD 
candidates. This project aims to make it possible to control the synthesis of 
boron-based two-dimensional (2D) materials with the desired following 
features in single or multiple aspects: thickness, composition, lateral sizes, 
porosity, surface area, and functionality. It intends to do so by designing and 
synthesising novel precursors, and by optimising the fabrication process of 
boron-based 2D nanosheets for different applications. The project will advance 
our fundamental knowledge in synthetic chemistry, materials chemistry, 
materials engineering and physics. It is expected to take us closer to unlocking 
the potential of boron- based 2D materials for real-world applications in, for 
example, energy storage and high-performance flexible electronics.  

There are four PhD research topics in this Future Fellowship project: 
1) Chemical vapor deposition growth of 2D boron-based thin films and their 

electronic properties. 
2) Synthesis of nanostructured boron-containing materials with controllable 

pore sizes, morphology, surface area, and thickness. 
3) 2D boron-based nanostructured materials for energy conversion and 

storage. 
4) 2D boron-based nanostructured materials for gas and ion separation. 
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